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What is in the overlap between jewelry and clothing?
Does the combination of jewelry and apparel create a
new, significant, way of seeing art?
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H

ybrid Garment is a series
of work that explores the
overlap between fashion
and Jewelry. As an artist and designer, my background and training prepared me to dissect and rebuild the
relationship between and potential
of jewelry and garments. The potential of hybridity serves as a methodology to combine and conflate the
two disciplines. The essence of this
work carries the idea of inclusivi-

ty, it encourages people at all levels
to wear them. In addition, anyone
wearing it can display individualism
in public places. Hybrid Garment
simplifies the complex categories
of fashion and jewelry. It embodies
the connection between art and life.
Hybrid Garment breaks the rules
that artworks are usually displayed
in galleries or museum, It embraces
people to access art on the street,
bus station, in the supermarket, etc.
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INTRODUCTION
A brief introduction from the designer Diya Wang

T
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he mission of jewelry and garment
are to impact and
be worn on the socialized
body. Hybrid Garment is
not as inaccessible as the
glass-covered artwork in
the gallery, nor is it as ubiquitous as a mass-produced
garment. They are one of
kind pieces which excite desires within people to worn
on the living body. Jewelry
and clothing complement
each other when worn on
the body. By applying and
exchanging their identities to perform new tasks, I
challenge the conventional
notions of body adornment
and the expectations of how
these formats are typically worn on the body. I utilized the recognizable formal qualities of jewelry and
clothing and subvert their
functions to create a hybridized body of work. I borrow
the elements and language
of both jewelry and clothing to make unconventional formats through shifts in
scale, material, function, etc.
Hybrid Garment counters the problem of clothing and art jewelry that not being worn
on the body. It emphasizes the mission of jewelry and clothing being worn and embraces
people in different levels and genders.At the same time, it revolute the art and design fields.
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BODY

he body is the site where both jewelry and clothing come alive. As writer, photographer and educator Andrew Reilly statements in the article In the
Meaning of Dress that the body, as a canvas

and curator from Australia. Susan mentions
in “Unexpected Pleasures: The Art and Design of Contemporary Jewelry” that the
body has been long regarded as subject of
artistic expression by contemporary jew-

for self-expression, has many decorative
possibilities. It is not only a body protected by clothes, but also body as a medium
to be manipulated and decorated.1 Both
clothing and jewelry are formats that only
become complete when they are worn on
the body. Jewelry functions when attached
on the body or on garment with body. Susan Cohn is a contemporary jeweler, PhD
in Fine Art Theory scholar, designer, writer,

elers.2 Jewelry and body are no longer just
a simple relationship between decoration
and being decorated. The body can be the
origin point of a jewelry design project and
also the platform for the final design concept. As a result, our bodies are no longer
a moving entity, it has become a platform
and a medium for artistic expression.
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C
ontemporary jewelry artists
were more passionate and
critical about the intimate
relationship between the
jewelry and the body. Jennifer Crupi is an American
metalworker known for her
unconventional designed
objects or instruments for
the body. Her series of
work “Ornamental Hands”
explores the boundaries
of wearable art and how it
links to the human body.
She uses carefully constructed wearable artwork
to communicate ideas about
psychology, body language.
Additionally, the work will
force the wearer to hold
the hand in various poses
that are commonly found
in traditional art historical
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paintings. When the objects
are not worn and mounted on display shelves, the
works depict the details of
the historical paintings that
inspired them. In 1985s,
the Munich gold and silversmith Gerd Rothmann’s
work “Nostril” is considered his most convincing
work in an unconventional
dialogue with the human
body. He introduced body
casts into the arena of artistic jewelry by concentrating on forms of reflection
and contact with personal associations. Therefore,
jewelers began to research
the body as concept. Crupi
utilizes body to experience
the gesture of a historical
painting through the work,

which enables the wearer
to experience not only the
visual but also the physical
experience. Through Rothmann’s casting of people’s
body parts, he tried to bring
personal information to the
public, and only the wearer
could have the experience
of wearing the body. Thus,
what the body is, how individuals experience their
own body, and how the
body is perceived in public
remain areas of engagement
that bridge a dialogue between both the private and
the public space.
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Pearl Drip
48″ x18″ x 3″
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pearl buttons, brass
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Jewelry
and Clothing
In the
Historical Context

I

n primitive times, humans first needed cover to protect them from
the sun or the cold,
and at that time, their
naked bodies were attached
to animal skins and leaves.
Later, people created ornaments made of animal teeth,
bones, stone beads and shells
to adornment themselves. The
oldest form of brooch, fibula, is
used to hold clothing together.
Then, ornamented pins became prominent to serve the
purpose of buttons and zippers
as we know today. In many traditional communities, jewelry
is the support for ritual which
is not considered superstitious
based on our habits and customs.3 In early societies, jewelry was worn as an amulet. The
word ‘amulet’ originates from
the Latin ‘amulētum’, and was
used by Pliny the Elder (23–79
CE) to denote an item worn
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on the body for therapeutic,
apotropaic or exorcistic benefit.4 It is amulets that place
on the body or on houses in
history which has magic and
divine powers via symbolic
representation and material.
It is to ward off evil spirits and
pray for good luck, and is also
closely related to superstition,
witchcraft and religious rituals.
Rings and pendants were used
for early seals and signs of identification, rank, and authority.
The Egyptians made bracelets from multiple strains of
beads in various colors, including amethyst, agate, feldspar
and turquoise, which are still
used today. Ancient Indians
and or Egyptians engaged in
hair-dressing for etiquette.
Hindu women continue in the
tradition to regard themselves
as undressed if they do not
wear jewels. Jewels and uni-

forms could be used as accoutrements as political symbols.
For example, educator Mary
Ellen Roach and Joanne Bubolz Eicher explained in “Fashion Theory,” pins and badges
are often used to declare political position and support.5
At that time, practical connotation is more important
than aesthetic senses. Modern jewelry, baptismal medal,
lucky bracelet also has a special
commemorative and symbolic significance. Different representations of jewelry have
different magic and sacred
symbolisms. Today, the role of
jewelry continues to be redefined. They are not only having
decorative function, but also
shows the wearer’s power and
social or individual identity.
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Introduces the transition from traditional jewelry
to contemporary jewelry and works by contemporary jewelry artists

I

n the context
of
Wes te r n
fashion, Damian
Skinner identifies a pivot in the
1920’s away from
traditional jewelry to statement
jewelry. He notes
the coincidence
of the growing desire for women to
reflect their independence—social
and economic—through fashion. Coco Chanel pioneered
the use of imitation materials
in jewelry in the 1930s, and
she advocated that jewelry no
longer be the preserve of the
wealthy and socially elite. As
a result, jewelry was seen as a
vehicle for personal taste and
aesthetic pleasure, rather than
what journalist Patrick Mauries described in 2012 as a “financial tours de force”. Jewelry
is no longer reserved for formal
occasions, but is incorporated
into everyday wear and connects clothing and accessories
to create a coherent image.6
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Bracelet Shrug
40″ x 18 ″ x 8″
Jersey cotton, mass-produced
bracelets
In contemporary art, jewelry
is not made solely for decoration. Contemporary jewelry
has constantly broken culturally informed roles, emerging
out of the aesthetic radicalism of the 1960s and evolving ever since, becoming a
conceptual work of art associated with bodily adornment,

Model: Olivia hodge
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Contemporary Jewelry

challenging traditional concepts.
Munich-based
goldsmith and educator Otto Künzli’s work “Beauty
Gallery”, He uses
picture frame ask
people to reconsider the purpose
of the adornment
or reframed the
function of conventional necklace. The necklace
disappears into
the photograph, and the work
is not an image of people wearing jewelry; rather, the photograph is the work. Julia Rea
says “It is defined by its role as a
communicator of meaning, extending beyond jewelry’s traditional function as a decorative
medium in order to express
status, culture, and personality. As a “genre” it is characterized by its exaggerated proportions, bold shapes and colors,
and its employment of a wide
range of materials other than
conventional precious metals
and gemstones.” 7
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Bracelet Shrug

Jewelry is one of the oldest
forms of expression, it is expressed as visual art form. For
the last few hundred years, it has
often been used as a symbol of
wealth or status that is often expressed through the social value
of precious materials, such Was
gold and diaWmonds. However, contemporary jewelry is
shaped by an understanding of
its current environments. From
my perspective, like the iconic contemporary New Zealand
jeweler Lisa Walker’s approach,
contemporary jewelry perfectly
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fits into contemporary art. Unlike traditional jewellery, which
usually exists in ideals of perfection and standards of aesthetic ,

“Contemporary jewelrry
as a kind of visual art
practice keeps breeking of
what it can be...” 8
- Damian Skinner
Lisa Walker’s work is about challenging traditional forms and
techniques about jewelry and

questioning what it is and what
it can be. In addition, contemporary jewelry shares commonalities with traditional jewelry
and involves broader categories, such as wearability, media,
techniques and materials. Lisa
Walker usually finds materials
at hobby stores and makes work
in non-traditional techniques,
so she decided to assemble
her work with glue, which is a
unique process that made her
stand out.
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Glove and Bangle Stack
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99″ x 6″ x 2.75″
Mass-produced gloves
gold plated on mass-produced bracelets
and brass chains
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Art and Fashion
When does fashion become art?

A

lthough not all
fashion is art,
it cannot be
denied that designers and artists are continuously crossing and redefining boundaries. As a result,
museums and art galleries
have begun to showcase collaborative pieces traditionally seen on the catwalk.
Equally, there are artists who
are referencing and co-opting
elements from the fashion
world in their works of art.
Fashion took in elements of
avant-garde and pop art, and
it became a medium for expressing concepts, ideas, and
political ideals since 1960s.10
In 1966, Yves Saint Laurent
launched the Mondrian dress
in her collection entitled
“Pop Art” in her Fall / Winter
collection. She was the first
designer to pioneer the trend
that unite fashion with art.
Art museums began making
room for fashion designers
among artists in the nineties.

Fashion designer Alexander
McQueen is an incredible example of fashion gaining the
approval and recognition of
an art museum. His series of
work “Savage Beauty”, col-

“The relationship
between art and fashion in fact has more in
common with a love
marriage than with
a marriage of convenience .” 9
-Vinken, Barbara
laborated with British jewelry designer Shaun Leane,
was exhibited at Victoria and
Albert Museum in London.
Shaun Leane’s jewelry incorporates ideas from avant-garde fashion to bridge fashion
and art, which explores cre-

ative ideas about relationship with the body and body
adornment. He blended his
traditional goldsmith skills
with the bold thinking of
fashion world. Some finale
pieces are large and uncomfortable to be worn on the
body, and it limits or forces
the body to produce a relative movement response
when wearing the work. For
example, the ‘coiled’ corset
from The Overlook (Autumn/Winter 1999) is made
of 97 handcrafted aluminum
coils, which was a unique
collaboration combines meticulous craftsmanship and
radical body adornment.
The sides of the piece have
to screwed on when worn on
the body, and it took 15 minutes to put on the body. This
body adornment restricted
motions due to it covered the
whole upper body from neck
to hipline.11
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Meanwhile, there are also
artists who adopt fashion elements as works of
art. American artist Andy
Warhol had been painting
Campbell’s soup cans since
1962. Around the same
time, clothing made from
a paper-like material called
cellulose became a popular
fashion trend for women.
This piece of clothing created out of paper, carefully
taping, gluing, or stapling
the front, back, and other
parts together. So he began
his career as a fashion illustrator, which influenced the
fields of art and fashion.
American artist Warhol was
the first artist to showcase
his art in fashion magazines,
which influenced the fields
of art and fashion, making
pop art a mass-produced
product. Dutch conceptual
artist Ted Noten collaborated with Prada and Louis
Vuitton to create some unusual transparent acrylic
bags with artistic expressions. The “Lady K Bag” series work was made by real
gold-plated guns casted in
acrylic blocks shaped into
elegant handbags, and it
designed for fashion brand
such as Prada and Louis
Vuitton. The piece presents
aggressive objects in an elegant and stylish cover with
a fired bullet as if frozen in
time. Ted Noten’s design is

Model: sean eren

gage in the greater field of
the arts.

photography by melissa nyquist
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Model: yimei hu

Alexander
McQueen's
dashing creativity is expressed through the technical artistry of his designs
and the dramatic performance of his fashion shows.
Drawing on avant-garde installation and performance
art, his collections were
also emphatically autobiographical.12 In Alexander
McQueen’s Spring 1997
collection, the square metal body adornment collaborative with Shaun Leane,
inspired by German artist
Hans Bellmer, who rearranged toy dolls to create
surreally strange works of
art. The model walked like a
“surreal human doll“ when
worn the metal piece on the
body. On the runway show,
model’s each hand and leg
was isolated with a loop on
each corner of the metal
square, through the awkward walking performance
on the stage, the audiences
saw the metal body of work
made the body function in
new ways. Alexander McQueen consistently promoted freedom of thought
and expression to champion the authority of the
imagination. A commonality shared by both art and
fashion is their ability to
create fantasy and cultivate
an artificial human experience. When fashion is not
designed solely as a commodity, but as an artistic
ideological, it possesses the
potential to overlap and en-
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a critique of contemporary
life and the history of jewelry, as well as the broader
context of product design.
His works also challenges
familiar and unusual objects and adopts contemporary language of materials
and forms to questioned
and confused the ideals
of art and design. Another
Dutch jeweler Gijs Bakker
and his partner Emmy van
Leersum are both trained
jewelry designers and artists In the late 1960s. Their
big metal collaborative
piece “Shoulder Piece /
Haskraag” made in 1967,
which look like a futuristic
clothing on the shoulder.
Their work created a furor
with their avant-garde jewelry and clothing that fused
fashion, design and art.
In 1958, a French-American
painter, sculptor and writer
Marcel Duchamp created a
readymade clothing as artwork for the first time with
the work titled “Waistcoat
for Benjamin Peret”. The
piece was a striped men’s
waistcoat hung on a coat
hanger. This Readymade
is a clear, mass-produced,
everyday object. In fact, it
is more recognizable than
many of the purer early
Readymade and remains so
even to modern viewers. Canadian artist Brian Jungen
turned golf bags and Nike
Air Jordan sneakers to a red
Indian totem, calling them
"the archetype of new Understanding" (1998-2005).
Brian Jungens’ work is best
known for transforming

collectible Nike Air Jordan
shoes into objects resembling both the ceremonial
masks of British Columbian
coastal tribes and abstract
modernist sculptures. He
used expensive, industrially
produced commodities as
materials and reconstructed the material through his
own artistic interpretation

eryday culture. Jewelry and
clothing rely on the body
as a platform for creative
expressions, and they function as second skin on the
body.13 Clothing and jewelry occupy complex categories, they shift contexts
when worn in different environment. Cindy Sherman
and Erwin Wurm take dress

to represent a form of social
status symbol.

models by designers, some
famous, and place them in
different—unusual—contexts. In this way, they undermine in art the criteria
that have been created in
fashion.14

Clothing as applied art is
bound to the human body,
although it does not necessarily correspond to the
notions of clothing in ev-
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UNISEX
Contemporary jewelry found in museums and clothing on the catwalk are one
of kind projects, representing developed
artistic concepts. However, jewelry and
clothing worn in public places— the supermarket, bus station or on the street—
exist as social objects. Designers and
artists push the boundaries of the field
of creativity by rewriting the rules and
straddling the borders between fashion
and wearable art, so innovation and revolution are common characteristics to
promote the development and progress
of both.
Fashion and art both tell us about ourselves, about the body, about our relationship with identity and about our
cultural environment.15 Fashion and art
were inextricably linked throughout the
nineteenth century. Jo Ann Stabb indicates that art and clothing have the same
reflection and commonality in aesthetic
elements, but also in parallel with sharing the cultural, social, philosophical,
geographic, technological, political, gen-

Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker yUANZHENG(YUTA) YANG
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photography by rob chron

der and religious influences of any particular era.16
The worlds of art and fashion design
overlap, meaning blurred boundaries.
Fashion becomes more conceptual as art,
and runway shows adapt strategy from
art performance, even the retail stores
display clothing like an art exhibition.
Fashion can utilize the body as a medium
for artistic expression, and art can make
use of the bold thinking of the runway to
challenge avant-garde innovations. In the
future, fashion will continue to develop as
art production, and art will abandon the
pedestal and live on the street and active
on social medias as fashion. The relationship between fashion and art will further
integrate. Although they will not replace
each other in their respective fields because of traditional skills will continue to
be passed on, they will not replace each
other in their respective fields, they will
continue to influence each other and extend a new category.
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Glam Hoodie
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20″x 11″ x 9″
Jersey cotton, cotton drawstring, mass-produced jewelry, sterling silver
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ewelry
and
clothing are in
many ways parallel not only
are their categories are so
broad and complex, but also
their relationship with the
body is imitate. The field of
jewelry encapsulates within it broad categories, such
as art jewelry, commercial
jewelry, runway jewelry, and
amateur or the hobbyist.
Commercial jewelry includes
high-end fashion jewelry,
fine jewelry and costume
jewelry. Fashion is classified
into high fashion, fast fash-

ion and low fashion. High
fashion like haute couture,
runway fashion and highend luxury brands.
There are parallel distinctions between traditional
and contemporary in jewelry and fashion. Traditional adornment and clothing
decorate or protect body and
offer clues to wear’s social
group, culture information
and even politic opinions. Africans or ancient Egyptians
paint on their body function
as a sign of social status and
ethnic background. Tradi-

tional and contemporary in
jewelry and fashion focus
on precious materials and
precise craftsmanship. However, contemporary fashion
and jewelry no longer constrain and impose people’s
choices, which engage individual choice outside of necessity. In addition, precious
materials and craftsmanship
are no longer the main focus
to make a piece of work. Instead, the idea behind and
individual concept of the
work becomes the subject.
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LIES
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Jewelry is like clothing, which can invade the boundary of the body, the
skin can be trespassed, breaking the
taboo of exposing the inner part of
the body.17 Adornment, refers to all
decorative elements on or added to

the body: jewelry items, but also accessories and body decorations such
as tattoos and piercings. Both jewelry and clothing have a close relationship with the body same as tattoo
and piercing. Andrew Reilly is a writer, photographer, sometime editor,
occasional teacher, and small-time
publisher. As Andrew Reilly talked
about changing the texture of your
skin with tattoos, removing wrinkles
with chemical injections, physically changing the shape of your body
with undergarment, changing the
texture of your skin with moisturizers or hair removers, etc. It varies
with food intake, exercise, age, and
gender and race, so the body is transformed in various forms into different forms of beauty.18
The same goes for jewelry and clothing, where the body changes its
appearance through piercing and
wearing clothing. Morris argues that
clothes should be designed based
on an intimate relationship with the
human body. Clothing is a living object on the body instead of a dead
thing. It expresses the beauty of
endless movement; If this is lost the
function on the body, half the visual pleasure of everyday life is lost.19
Jewelry and clothing are made to be
worn into the public sphere. Jewelry
is highly interactive and seductive in
the street space, shaping and revealing the identity of the wearer. Street
fashion is more like graffiti on the
street than a tightly controlled item
like a shopping mall. Contemporary
art jewelry has only a certain degree
of circulation, as it is discreetly displayed in gallery windows or worn
by members of the contemporary
temporary jewelry scene. As a result, art is strictly separated from the
street life outside the walls.20

PARALLELS OF JEWELRY AND FASHION

CONTEMPORARY ART JEWELRY

When contemporary jewelry becomes concept-driven works of art,
they only exist in the space to give
people the concept of imagination
and lose the purpose of the existence of the object itself. Jewelry and
clothing are supposed to be worn on
the body. However, it seems a problematic that contemporary jewelry lie about their connection to the
body that is usually encountered secured on the pedestal in the art gallery, collected at museum or presented in a drawer such that they are not
being worn on the body. Although
the work itself expresses the strong
connection to the body, without it
display on the living body, it loses
the mission and agency of the jewelry itself. Similarly, luxury fashion is
usually secured behind the counter
or presented to only wealthy people
and the elite. Even both contemporary art jewelry and high-end luxury fashion are so far away from the
privileged bodies that sometimes
people need to wear white gloves to
touch them, sticking a fingerprint
on it is considered damaging to the
object itself. At the same time, it is a
problematic that clothes and jewelry divide people into different classes. Low-fashion found at Target or
Walmart and fast fashion clothing
like ZARA and H&M are mass-produced clothing at a low price for
some affordable people, hence people who are access in these stores
are naturally classified and lose their
individuality. Similarly, mass-produced jewelry is no longer representative of individual differences.
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Hybrid Garment is not like the
glass-covered artwork only can be
conceptualized in the gallery, nor
is it as overflowing as the mass-produced clothing. I have incorporated mass-produced jewelry from
the wholesale, and then recreated
them by hand, piling together or
putting them as element directly
on a body of work, giving them a
new orientation to their original
life. They are integrated into one
of kind hybrid pieces that are ultimately meant to be worn on the
body. It can be a living documentation on the runway, you can see
it on the street, or presented on
social media platforms. I reassemble mass-produced jewelries and
manufactured garments by my
hand to represent my training in
both jewelry and fashion. They
represent a synthesis of the study
of form and my critical approach
towards contemporary jewelry
and fashion esthetics. In addition, I deliberately borrow and
exaggerate jewelry and clothing’s
formal elements to magnify their
relationship to the body through
shifts in scale, material, function.
I utilized the recognizable formal
qualities of jewelry and clothing
and intentionally subvert their
functions to create a hybridized
body of work. Therefore, this
makes people re-examine the imitate relationship between jewelry,
clothing and the body
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Hybrid Garment is an innovation of art and design, and
it is to combine and conflate
the art and fashion disciplines. It is aimed to magnify
the overlaps and smooth out
differences between jewelry and clothing. I break the
rules that artwork should
be shown in the art gallery
or museum, and fashion
should be placed in the cabinet or displayed on hanger.
Rather than questioning and
expressing the relationship
between objects and bodies in the way art works do,
Hybrid Garment solves the
problem of contemporary
art jewelry and fashion not
being worn on the body. It
encourages people to wear
it when they are out on the
street, to work, to go to parties. The purpose of hybrid
clothing is to expand and
appeal to a wider audience
includes people in art and
fashion fields, but also people who has passions on jewelry and clothing. People can
see hybrid garments on the
street or on social media to
share their individualities.
The work is not categorized
into art or fashion fields,
but creates a revolutionary
category of art and design.
And it pushes the boundaries of artistic expression and
create art that doesn’t have
barriers. It is a combination
of art and design that allows
people to wear it daily.

Innovation
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Power Cuffs
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30″ x 12″ x 8″
Muslin, sterling silver plated on steel
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The original materials of the
works are gendered products coming from the industry, but through
the transformation, they become
unique works on an individual
level. Their original identities and
values are equally transformed.
Most jewelry and clothing is usually gendered, Hybrid Garment
is gender-neutral body of work.
when I combine oversized men’s
shirt with feminine pearl chains,
the piece blurs the boundary of
genders. As a result, it is not recommended to be worn to a specific
gender, and it is suitable for a wide
range of people. Hybrid Garment
is boldly trying to change the original function of the object. For example, a shirt is usually worn in a
very formal situation, whereas I
exaggerated the collar, I magnified
its features to make it less formal,
and when you wear it in a meeting,
it becomes provocative. The collar
button has been swapped to a larger version of the clasp, except that
it has been swapped to a pendant
instead of a clasp but it still has the
function of connecting the opening of the collar. Gloves are no longer be worn on the hands but rather a scarf with rings around the
neck that still adorns the body but
in a different form. You can dress
up and put on your hybrid gloves
for an event and not be worried
about the gloves covering your
bracelets, etc.

DRESS TO
THRILL
STRIKING
LOOK IN THE LAUNDRY ROOM
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Model: Olivia hodge
Photography by melissa Nyquist
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Photography by ROB CHRON
model: DIYA WANG
Surrealism as one of my strategies in my work
is to rejects logic, reason and natural order. It
uses techniques such as juxtaposition and incorporates surreal objects and subject matter.
Surrealism is thought-provoking and dramatic, it gives life to a dress, and pleases admirers
of high art with a combination of fashion. It
celebrates sentiments and imaginations. By
making surrealist works, it allows the audience to imagine something not present. It is
the one that connects visual pleasure and create physical responses for the audiences. I de-
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liberately exaggerate their formal elements to
express their relationship to the body. Clothing and jewelry are artifacts worn on the body.
The simple act of placing jewelry on the body
implies various symbols such as social status,
culture background, identity and etc. They
are symbols attached to the appearance of
our bodies. Beside the aesthetic and concept
of my work, I bring two functional elements
from jewelry and garment, then ignore one or
another, and let the audience reconsider their
functions.
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model: DIYA WANG

Photography by ROB CHRON
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Model: Iain WAlL
Photography by Melissa Nyquist

BIG BOSS

28″ x 20″ x 10″

Muslin, spray paint on 3D printed resin
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COLLAR + JEWELRY

CLASP
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Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker

Photography by Rob Chron
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CONCLUSION
Most jewelry artists and fashion
designers spend time on the ideas
behind their work and how to express the relationship between the
work and the body. Moreover, their
works are presented through the act
of looking in art galleries, museums
or distant drawers, while Hybrid
Garment is presenting the nature
of wearing body adornment. The
street—where jewelry and clothing
flow—is supposed to be worn on the
body and experience about use. In
addition, Hybrid Garment is made
to be worn in a large diverse group of
people rather than limited to specvific groups. It is no longer just a necessity for the upper class and the
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elite, instead, anyone can wear it and
experience a unique, personal viewer
experience. It cuts down on complex
categories of fashion and jewelry.
By wearing Hybrid Garment on the
street, it operates within the tension
between the individual and the public and has the ability to interact. It
is a of kind work which reduces the
hierarchy of people but express the
wearer’s individuality. The idea of
social inclusivity reduces controversy around the gender binary. Hybrid
Garment expands social possibilities
and allows for new narratives of the
relationship between art and life.
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MOR E I S V E R Y MUCH MORE

exaggerati on
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HYBRIDITY

ART

FASHION

POWER
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JENNIFER CRUPI
ORNAMENTAL HANDS: FIGURE ONE, 2010
Sterling silver, acrylic, inkjet print on vellum
8” x 4.5” x 4.25”
display 14.5” x 8.5” x 5.5”

GERD ROTHMANN
NOSTRIL, FOR BARBRA
SEIDENAHT’S NOSE,
1985
Gold

OTTO KÜNZLI
SUSY FROM BEAUTY
GALLARY, 1984
Cibachchrome SB
Courtesy of the artist
30” x 25”

LISA WALKER
BROOCH, 2007
Ceramic, fine gold, glue,
plastic, silver, lacquer
3.6” x 2” x 2.8”

YVES SAINT LAURENT

ALEXANDER McQUEEN AND SHAUN LEANE

Fall/ Winter collection, 1965–
66

SAVAGE BEAUTY AT THE METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM OF ART IN 2011

REFERENCE LIST OF ARTIS TS AND DESIGNERS’ WORK
SHAUN LEANE FOR ALEXANDER McQUEEN
COILED CORSET, AUTUMN/WINTER, 1999
Aluminum
Bust 36”, waist 27.5“, height 25”
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ANDY WARHOL
“THE SOUPER DRESS”, 1966–
67
Paper, cellulose, cotton, technique printing
23.5”x36.75’’

TED NOTON
SUPER BITCH BAG - LADY K
EDITION, 2018
Antique pistol, gold plated, cast in
acrylic, quartz bullet, handbag
12 x 3.75 x 15”
Edition 7 of 7

GIJS BAKKER AND EMMY VAN
LEERSUM
SHOULDER PIECE/ HASKRAAG,
1967

MARCEL DUCHAMP
WAISTCOAT FOR BENJAMIN
PERET, 1958
Rectified readymade: cotton
flannel waistcoat with medium-sized red and black stripes

BRIAN JUNGEN
PROTOTYPE FOR NEW UNDERSTANDING #2, 1998
Nike Air Jordans, hair
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Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker
photography by melissa nyquist
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Model: sean eren Photography by melissa nyquist
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“Hybridity is a supercharged art form to define the
intimate relationship between art and fashion.”
Diya Wang

2021
COLLECTION
HYBRID GARMENT
SPRING / SUMMER
READY - TO - WEAR

Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker Photography by Rob Chron

Big Boss
28″ x 20″ x 10″
Muslin, spray paint on 3D printed resin
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Model: yuanzheng(yuta) yang
photography by rob chron

Bracelet Shrug
40″ x 18 ″ x 8″
Jersey cotton, mass-produced bracelets
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Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker Photography by Rob Chron

Too Many Rings,
Not Enough Hands
35″ x 14″
Lamb leather, mass-produced rings
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Pearl Drip
48″ x18″ x 3″
Mass-produced white shirt, plastic pearl chains,
plastic pearl buttons, brass

Model: yuanzheng(yuta) yang

photography by rob chron

Glam Hoodie
20″x 11″ x 9″
Jersey cotton, cotton drawstring, mass-produced jewels, sterling silver

Model: Naideja Ivettee Parker
photography by rob chron
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Glove and Bangle Stack
99″ x 6″ x 2.75″
Mass-produced gloves
gold plated on mass-produced bracelets and brass chains

Model: yuanzheng(yuta) yang
photography by rob chron
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Power Cuffs
30″ x 12″ x 8″
Muslin, sterling silver plated on steel

Model: diya wang
photography by rob chron
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Model Naideja Ivettee Parkera and Diya WANG
photography by rob chron
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DIYA WANG’S
NEXT COLLECTION

@ HYBRIDGARMENTSTUDIO
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model: ndivhuho rasengani
photography by melissa nyquist
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